New Craftsmen Maestro
Complete HI-FI System
Priced under $200

If you're looking for a top quality high fidelity system that will give you years of enjoyment, that is fine furniture, can be proudly displayed on a table or bookshelf, and is kind to your budget, here it is. The Maestro Hi-Fi system will surpass the most critical examination of the audiophile. Here are the components:

CRAFTSMEN AMPLIFIER-PREAMP WITH EQUALIZATION, LOUDNESS, AND FULL-RANGE TONE CONTROL. 10 WATTS OUTPUT. FOUR-SPEED RECORD CHANGER WITH 4-POLE MOTOR. G.E. VARIABLE RELUCTANCE CARTRIDGE. 1 MIL DIAMOND STYLUS. 3 MIL SAPPHIRE STYLUS.

All the above components housed in two beautiful cabinets available in mahogany or comb grained oak. One cabinet contains the famous Craftsmen CS-16 complete speaker system. It is well known that no single speaker can adequately reproduce every sound from one end of the audio range to the other. The CS-16 contains three speakers. There is an 8 inch woofer, an 8 inch mid-range speaker, a 3 inch tweeter, to ensure the ultimate in sound reproduction.

From a specifications standpoint the Craftsmen Maestro is the outstanding buy in high fidelity. But you must see and hear it to discover why audio experts throughout the country have hailed the Maestro as a milestone in the development of high fidelity. Visit your Craftsmen dealer today or write for new illustrated Craftsmen catalog.
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